Tight linkage of retroviral-like sequences to a variant human c-mos gene in the human genome.
Chumakov et al. [Gene 17 (1982) 19-26] identified in the human gene library a number of recombinant phages that possess a homology to the v-mos gene. Here we report the unusual structure of one of these recombinants, lambda gp5. The 14.3-kb stretch of human DNA from this phage contains at least three regions of homology to the v-mos gene, together with multiple copies of Alu-family repeats. Moreover, we have shown the presence of retrovirus-related sequences in the close vicinity of the mos-homologous regions. These data point to the possibility of involvement of retrovirus in the process of c-mos gene amplification during the formation of a multigene family.